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None stop fun at Spirit Ridge Rifle Golf this month, with prime media 
footage from Adam Eakle, and action-packed corporate events, the 
excitement never ends. Spirit Ridge was the top story of Channel Two 
New’s, Roughin’ it Outdoors. The host, Adam Eakle, spent a day in 
Whites Valley shooting a round of rifle golf.  By the first station he was 
convinced of Spirit Ridge’s splendor.  As Bill, a shooter in Adam’s group, 
said, “Rifle golf is like meth, you do it once and you are addicted.” Bill 
spent the rest of the day convincing Adam that he’s only heard meth is 
addictive, and has never personally experienced it.  Although the key 
focus of Adam’s visit was to capture SRRG on film, he also took footage 
of the facilities variety. Not only does Whitesvalley have rifle golf, it also 
offers pheasant hunting, with Let the Good Times Fly, clay pigeon 
shooting and archery. Adam said, “It is an outdoors man’s ultimate 
playground.”  Whatever your outdoors need is, Whitesvalley is sure to 
have it. 
  
Spirit Ridge can be a perfect retreat for any occasion, even 
anniversaries.  Brain and Shirley Pryor met SRRG crew members at an 
expo and decided rifle golf was a perfect way to spend their 17th 
anniversary.  Rifle golf is a sport that encompasses everything they both 
love, which is shooting guns, being outdoors, and having a great time. To 
Brain and Shirley surprise, they were in the same group as Adam Eakle’s 
crew, resulting in loads of face time on their favorite outdoors show. 
They were thrilled they had a chance to meet Adam in person and 
promised him they were die heart fans, never missing a show. We are 
glad we could help Brain and Shirley have what we viewed as a perfect 
anniversary. 
  

  
Tip of the month! 

"Don't miss when the chance of a lifetime comes calling!  Take your time, 
get a good rest and squeeze the trigger smoothly.  That is what will make 
your shot hit where you are aiming. 
  
After missing my slam ram the first day of the hunt, for 8 days solid I 
repeated those words in my head until the second chance of a lifetime 
came, and my shot was true.  We called it a good miss since this ram 
ended up scoring 176 6/8  and was awarded the Bronze medal from 
Grand Slam Club and Honorable Mention from Wild Sheep and their 
awards banquets." 


